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Abstract

This talk will focus on such and illustrate some of the issues for a comprehensive approach to language variation from the vantage point of a small island in the Mediterranean Sea with big potential impact on the nature of our investigation—Cyprus. Holding fast to a ‘small UG’ take on the human language faculty, it quickly becomes apparent that language variation needs to be tackled from many different directions (see also e.g. Yang 2016, 2018), including multi-disciplinary research teams of linguists, philologists, psychologists, and speech pathologists, to name but a few. The presentation will identify some “big issues from a small island”, which can be easily extended to other contexts, with a focus on the sociosyntax of language development. I will then make the case for what we call ‘comparative bilingualism’ (gradation of multilingualism), ‘comparative biolinguistics’ (neurobiology of language across cognitive-linguistic phenotypes), and ‘comparative linguality’ (language mastery across lects and contexts).
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